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Uploading Video to Cal Hort YouTube Channel 

YouTube is a product of Google. Cal Hort has at least two Google accounts that I know of:


CalHortInfo@

CalHortSociety@


Each account, as defined by a unique gmail address, includes access to the various Google 
services including Youtube


The Cal Hort YouTube channel is set up under the CalHortSociety@ account.


Log into the account 

Type YouTube.com your web browser (Google Chrome, Safari, Mozilla Firefox, Bing, etc.)

	 Click the “Sign In” button in the upper right


On the Choose an Account screen if this is your first time, choose “Use another account”  
and type in

Email: calhortsociety@gmail.com

P: 33H0rtC@l

If you’ve signed in before Cal Hort Society may already appear on the list, click on that 
item. 

You have logged into the correct Cal Hort YouTube account if the CH logo in the upper 
right is in black & white. 

Click the icon that looks a bit like a video camera with a plus sign on it.


Choose Upload Video 

Drag and drop your video file onto the window or click Select Files to navigate to the 
file. 


Upload progress 
A new window will open. At the bottom it will tell you how far along the upload is. Keep in 
mind that  upload time depends on the size of the file and your internet upload speed. A 
file under 50 MB might only take a few minutes, a 1-1/2 hour meeting video could take 
anywhere from 20 minutes to many hours.
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There are two stages, the upload and the processing. You can start adding Details right 
away but the video will not post until both stages are complete. If the video uploads 


without any problems the progress message will change to Checks complete. No issues 
found. 

DETAILS 

Title of the video 

	 For meeting videos this should be Speaker, Title of presentation


For other videos, it should be short and descriptive “Garden Tour, member Mark 
Delepine” or “21st Annual Cal Hort Awards:


Description 
Short and interesting. People will only see the first few sentences unless they click 
the “Show More” link so they need a reason to do so.


Always include the following at the end: 
CONNECT WITH CAL HORT
Web: https://calhortsociety.org
Membership: https://calhortsociety.org/about/membership/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/friendswholikecalhort

ABOUT CALIFORNIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
The California Horticultural Society, affectionately known as "Cal Hort", is an 
educational, non-profit organization dedicated to bringing together gardeners and 
garden professionals to share experiences. Its mission is to provide educational 
opportunities for California gardeners and horticulturalists. 

Thumbnail

Choose an appropriate image from the options given or Upload a thumbnail that 
has been created for the video.


This image is what people see when they are looking through our collection of 
videos so people must be able to tell something about the video at that small size.


Playlists 
Choose from the existing list or create a New Playlist if needed.


Meetings get assigned to Cal Hort Featured Speakers

Videos of member gardens are Garden Tours


Audience 
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No, it’s not made for kids  NOTE this does not preclude children from watching it. 
Videos marked Made for kids must conform to certain rules and standards so 
unless your video is specifically designed for children DO NOT select Yes.


SHOW MORE 

Tags Include only common misspellings that viewers might use when searching on 
the video subject or words that don’t appear in the title or description but which 
someone might search on when looking for a video like yours.


Language and captions certification 
Fill in as appropriate


Recording date and location 
If it is relevant, such as the meeting date.

I recommend not posting the video location.


License and distribution 
Standard YouTube License


DO NOT allow embedding


DO allow Public to subscriptions feed and notify subscribers for meetings 
and possibly other videos as appropriate.


Category 
Education


Comments and ratings
Hold potentially inappropriate comments for review

Check Show how many reviewers like and dislike this video

Click NEXT (bottom right)

VIDEO ELEMENTS

bypass this screen by clicking NEXT

CHECKS
Checks for Copyright issues. Make sure there are no issues then click NEXT
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VISIBILITY
In this window you decide when and how to “publish” your video. 

Public:  Meeting videos and other videos you are comfortable with sharing widely.
Unlisted: Videos you want to share with select people—members-only for example 
to who you will send a link/

Schedule: Only if you want to set a specific date and time to make the video public

Copy the Video link so you can post in in an email or on the website. You can also 
get this link later from the video.

Click Save  to complete the process. 

Channel CONTENT

You can see all the upload all the videos, see their visibility (public, private, unlisted), 
check how many views and comments they’ve had.

Roll your mouse over a video to show a set of tools (icons) for editing, analytics, 
reviewing comments, looking at the video on the window the user will see. The 
vertical row of 3 dots open up to more tools including the trash can you can click on 
to delete a video (if you haven’t kept a copy of the video on a computer you can 
download it here as well.
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